
Invariance and factorial modelsbyPeter McCullaghDepartment of StatisticsUniversity of ChicagoDecember 1998Revised: June 1999RSS discussion paper: October 13 1999SummaryTwo factors having the same set of levels are said to be homologous. This paper aimsto extend the domain of factorial models to designs that include homologous factors.In doing so, it is necessary �rst to identify the characteristic property of those vectorspaces that constitute the standard factorial models. We argue here that essentially everyinteresting statistical model speci�ed by a vector space is necessarily a representation ofsome algebraic category. Logical consistency of the sort associated with the standardmarginality conditions, is guaranteed by category representations, but not by grouprepresentations. Marginality is thus interpreted as invariance under selection of factorlevels (I-representations), and invariance under replication of levels (S-representations).For designs in which each factor occurs once, the representations of the product categorycoincide with the standard factorial models. For designs that include homologous factors,the set of S-representations is a subset of the I-representations. It is shown that symmetryand quasi-symmetry are representations in both senses, but that not all representationsinclude the constant functions (intercept). The beginnings of an extended algebra forconstructing general I-representations is described and illustrated by a diallel cross design.Keywords: analysis of variance; category representation; diallel cross; group representation;homologous factors; isomorphic representations; lattice; marginality; Mendelian inheritance;nested design; quotient space; replication invariance; selection invariance.1. IntroductionThe main purpose of this paper is to extend the de�nition of a factorial model to designs inwhich two or more factors have the same set of levels. Such factors are called homologous,a property denoted by A �= B. In order to achieve this goal, it is necessary �rst to identifythe property that characterizes factorial models in the familiar setting in which each factoroccurs exactly once in the design, i.e. the factors have unrelated levels. In this way, factorialmodels are de�ned, not by a constructive recipe, but by a property that can be checkedfor arbitrary designs. Two criteria are identi�ed for this purpose. Selection invariance, orI-representation, is a property connected with the behaviour of a model under selectionof factor levels. Replication invariance, or S-representation, is a property connected withthe behaviour of a model under replication of factor levels. Either of these criteria impliesinvariance under the symmetric groups, and also marginality in the sense of Nelder (1977).Support for this research was provided in part by NSF grant No. DMS-9705347. 1



2The task of listing all factorial models in the extended sense is thus reduced to theexercise of �nding all subspaces that are invariant under the relevant operation. In thefamiliar setting in which each factor occurs once only, selection invariance and replicationinvariance yield the same set of invariant subspaces, the standard factorial models. These arealso called hierarchical interaction models, particularly in the context of log-linear models(Haberman 1974, Lauritzen 1996). The paper lists the replication-invariant and selection-invariant subspaces of functions on the square (designs having two homologous factors).Operators are described that are su�cient to construct the invariant subspaces that occurmost commonly in such designs. Examples drawn from diverse areas of application indicatethat replication-invariance and selection-invariance are natural properties for statisticalmodels.The approach taken in this paper has similarities with work on group invariance,randomization and experimental design, notably Dawid (1977, 1988), Diaconis (1988, 1989)Tjur (1984), Speed (1987), Speed and Bailey (1987) and Bailey (1991, 1996). But thereare equally important di�erences, not just in terms of emphasis, but in overall approach.This paper focuses primarily on logical properties of subspaces, not on symmetries of theobservation vector or of its distribution. Additivity of error and systematic e�ects is notassumed, and the error distribution is irrelevant so far as logical properties of such subspacesare concerned. As a consequence, complications that a�ect the analysis, such as lackof balance, unequal replication, missing values, multiplicative e�ects, and non-normality,are separated from modelling issues. The invariance properties of subspaces are equallyappropriate considerations for linear and generalized linear models.2. Example 1: analysis of reciprocal crossesThe data in Table 1, taken from Yates (1947), gives the number of seeds per 100 oretspollinated in reciprocal crosses of 12 sibs of an F1 family of Trifolium hybridum. The rows(factor A) identify the sib contributing pollen (male parent), and the columns (factor B)identify the female parent. These factors have the same set of levels, namely the 12 sibs.The example shows that when the design includes homologous factors, the standard factorialmodels are seldom relevant. The analysis of these data is complicated by the fact that, inaddition to substantial self-sterility, certain groups of sibs (2, 3, 7, 11), (1, 5, 8, 9, 10), and(4, 12) are incompatible. This incompatibility is not total, so it is appropriate to analyseseparately the compatible and incompatible pairs.We use a weighted linear model, with weights zero or one chosen to select the compatiblepairs (or the incompatible pairs as desired). The decomposition in Table 2, which is notcomplete, makes use of four subspaces, the symmetric subspace sym(A;B) of functionssatisfying fij = fji, the skew-symmetric subspace alt(A;B) of functions satisfying fij =�fji, and two non-overlapping additive subspaces:sym(A+ B) = ffij = �i + �jg;alt(A+ B) = ffij = �i � �jg;of dimension 12 and 11 respectively, so that A+B is the span of these two subspaces. Theentry in the row labelled alt(A + B) is the regression sum of squares for the projectionon to the additive alternating subspace. The row labelled alt(A;B)= alt(A + B) gives thedi�erence between the squared lengths of the projections on to these two nested subspaces.



3Table 1. Fertility in reciprocal crosses of 12 sibs of an F1 family of Trifolium hybridumFemale parentSib 2 3 7 11 1 5 8 9 10 12 4 62 11 24 74 10 167 134 153 144 87 68 320 1553 10 24 75 13 95 178 190 163 84 113 61 1587 9 48 27 33 235 203 158 132 136 252 204 12911 20 30 58 20 108 170 168 199 119 78 139 1501 95 112 124 122 21 35 29 20 20 105 223 1485 83 123 123 205 63 50 33 55 21 219 152 1488 80 114 163 156 41 28 6 27 61 212 130 1319 73 152 162 210 58 32 39 42 64 248 171 23710 70 125 145 89 61 71 30 69 53 177 143 13412 175 105 218 165 78 266 204 181 85 0 3 1234 192 116 202 163 150 195 157 154 133 0 2 1556 120 121 155 178 154 202 163 156 110 170 239 0Table 2. An analysis of variance for reciprocal crossesCompatible pairs Incompatible pairsVector space S.S. d.f. M.S. S.S. d.f. M.S.sym(A+ B)=1 67458.8 11 6132.6 11698.3 11 1063.5sym(A;B)= sym(A+B) 92401.8 37 2497.3 3176.6 17 186.8Total symmetric 159860.6 48 14874.9 28alt(A+B) 22686.2 11 2062.4 4609.0 8 576.1alt(A;B)= alt(A+ B) 47593.3 38 1252.4 2596.1 9 288.5Total skew 70279.5 49 7205.1 17The left part of this table is essentially identical to Yates's Table 9. The penultimaterow furnishes an estimate of residual variance.For the compatible pairs, in the symmetric part of the space the predominant e�ectsare additive, the ratio of mean squares being F = 6133=2497 = 2:46. So there is clearevidence of fertility di�erences among the sibs. While the projection on to the non-additivesymmetric space is signi�cantly larger than would be expected from random variationalone (F = 2497=1252), the di�erences among sibs have a certain degree of consistencyamong compatible matings. In the additive space, (A +B)=1, the dominant component issymmetric, the ratio of mean squares being 6133=2062 = 3:0. There is, however, a suggestionof a di�erential contribution of pollen and ovum with an F -ratio of 2062/1252 and a p-valueof 12%. But the major component of variability occurs in the additive symmetric subspace,attributable to variation between parental lines, male and female contributing equally.For the incompatible pairs, the analysis of variance table provides no evidence of non-additivity in the symmetric subspace, (F = 187=288). The evidence for a di�erentialcontribution of pollen and ovum is suggestive, but the F -ratio of 576/288 gives a p-value of16%. The dominant e�ect is again di�erences among sibs.Assuming additivity, the easiest way to check whether there is a di�erential contribution



4of pollen and ovum is to �t the rotated factor modelE(Yij) = �i cos � + �j sin �for various values of � in [0; �). The model implies, in e�ect, that whatever advantageousgenes accrue to the male of sib i also accrue to the female of sib i. The progeny obtaina combination of the parental genes in a distinctly non-Mendelian manner. If the malecontribution dominates, we have 0 � � < �=4. If the female contribution dominates, wehave �=4 < � � �=2. If both parents contribute equally, we have � = �=4. In the geneticcontext, values of � outside the range [0; �=2], or non-convex combinations, are implausible.This is a model based on algebraic convenience rather than genetic theory such as maternalinheritance through mitochondrial DNA. Despite its obvious lack of a genetic basis, thisfamily is useful for detecting additive asymmetries of a certain type.Plots of the residual sums of squares for compatible and incompatible pairs separatelysuggest that two di�erent mechanisms are in operation. The compatible pairs are consistentwith a genetic model of equal parental contributions, but the incompatible pairs are not.For the incompatible pairs, there is no evidence of genetic variation contributed by themale parent. As it happens, clover exhibits gametophytic incompatibility, in which, if twoplants have the same genotype, age and environmental conditions of the maternal plantgovern acceptance or rejection of the pollen. Gametophytic incompatibility is consistentwith the observed data on the incompatible pairs in which variation among the male plantsis minimal. I am grateful to Deborah Charlesworth for providing the information on thisincompatibility system.
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5The partitioning of the sibs into four groups determines a new factor, presumably sibgenotype, in two homologous copies. This makes possible analyses at the group level usingfurther subspaces described in section 9.5.In the sections that follow, we show that the standard factorial models and the varioussubspaces used in this analysis arise naturally from representation theory for the relevantcategory of morphisms on �nite sets. As models, these representations are natural in thesense that subspaces not obeying the marginality principle do not occur.3. Factorial models3.1 What is a factor?A factor A with levels 
 is the vector space R
 of real-valued functions on 
. An element� in A is thus a function that assigns to level i 2 
 a real number, �(i) or �i. It is assumedthroughout this paper that each factor has a �nite number of levels. By this de�nition, thedimension of A is equal to j
j, the number of elements in 
.The relation between the set of levels and the vector space is an intimate one, so muchso that it is best to write A = (
;R
) or A = f
 7! R
g. In words, factor is a functionassociating with each �nite set 
, the vector space R
. In this paper, such a list indexedby �nite sets is called a sequence.From the viewpoint of applied work, this de�nition may seem somewhat divorced fromreality because the set of statistical units is not mentioned, nor is there any mention of themapping between the units and the factor levels. However, since statistical design is nota consideration here, this aspect of the de�nition turns out to be a point of strength. Forcomparisons with other de�nitions, see section 3.3.3.2 What is a factorial model?Operationally, a standard factorial model is a subspace of a tensor product space, speci�edby factors alone, together with operators for vector sum and tensor product (Wilkinsonand Rogers, 1973). This is a descriptive recipe, not a characterization by properties. Therecipe is complete and includes the subspaces that are most useful as statistical models, atleast for designs in which the factors, individually and jointly, have no additional structure.But it is patently unsatisfactory for designs having homologous factors because the mostuseful and interesting subspaces are excluded. Nevertheless, we pursue this de�nition forthe moment, re-casting it in a form more appropriate for our purposes.Let A1; A2; : : : be factors with levels 
1;
2; : : :. A linear model X is a rule that assigns toeach product set 
1�
2�� � � a subspace X
1
2::: in the tensor product spaceR
1
R
2
� � �:X : (
1 � 
2 � � � �) 7! X
1
2��� � R
1�
2���� �= R
1 
R
2 
 � � � :In other words, X is a sequence of vector subspaces, one such subspace for each productset.While it may seem odd and unnecessarily cumbersome to de�ne a model as a sequence ofvector subspaces rather than a single subspace, one purpose is readily explained in statisticalterms. Let 
0r be a subset of 
r, and let A0r = R
0r be the factor on the reduced set of levels.The rule X determines a sequence of subspaces, two of which are X (
) � A1 
A2 � � �, and



6X (
0) � A01 
 A02 � � �. For consistency of interpretation in statistical work, it is necessarythat X (
0) should be equal to the restriction of functions in X (
) to the levels 
01�
02�� � �.This property, called selection invariance, is intrinsically a property of the sequence, not aproperty of any individual subspace. The condition is not satis�ed by arbitrary rules: onthe contrary, it is su�ciently strong to characterize standard factorial models.The following is an example of a rather trivial, but important, sequence of subspacesthat is selection-invariant. Let 1 denote the one-dimensional vector space of functions thatare constant on 
. The restriction of 1 to 
0 is equal to the vector space of functions thatare constant on 
0. In other words, the sequence 1 is closed under selection. Likewise, thesequence A = R
 is also closed under selection.For a non-trivial example in which the condition is satis�ed, the model `no interactionbetween treatment and blocks' assigns to the product set 
1 � 
2 the additive subspacedenoted by A
 1 + 1
 B or, more conventionally, by A+B. As usual in statistical work,A = R
1 is regarded as a subspace ofA
B = R
1�
2 �= R
1 
R
2by the identi�cation A �= A
1. A vector v in A+B is a function that assigns to the orderedpair (i; j) a real number �i + �j , for some � 2 A and � 2 B. The restriction of v to thesubset 
01 �
02 is equal to �i + �j, in which each index is restricted to the relevant subset.In other words, the restriction of v is a vector in A0 + B0 , which is the rule no interactionapplied to the product subset. Further, the restriction of A+ B coincides with A0 + B0.For an example in which the condition is not satis�ed, it is su�cient to consider a singlefactor with levels 
, and X
 equal to the subspace 1?
 of functions that add to zero on 
.It should be noted that this subspace is invariant under the action of the symmetric groupon 
. Nevertheless, the restriction of 1?
 to a proper subset is not equal to 1?
0 , but ratherto R
0 . The zero-sum constraint is not satis�ed on the restricted set.One candidate de�nition at this stage is as follows. The factorial models are the selection-invariant sequences. Whatever our ultimate de�nition, we shall certainly require thisproperty. In the standard setting in which all factors are crossed and non-isomorphic,the selection-invariant sequences coincide with the conventional factorial models.3.3 Tjur's de�nitionsTjur's (1984) de�nition of a factor and a factorial model, de�ned in the language of setpartitions, is di�erent from the one used here. But there are important points of similarity,particularly in the emphasis on mappings between �nite sets. The de�nitions are largelycomplementary, with Tjur's being more appropriate for design considerations.Let U be the set of experimental or observational units, and let ' be a mapping from Uinto 
, the set of factor levels. The inverse image assigns to each i 2 
 the set '�1(i) of unitshaving the factor at level i. In other words, '�1 is a function from 
 into non-overlappingsubsets of U whose union is U . Some of these subsets may be empty. If the empty setsare discarded and the labels are ignored, '�1 determines a partition of the units. It is thispartition, or the vector subspace of RU of functions that are constant on the blocks of thepartition, that Tjur takes as the de�nition of a factor. The dimension of the vector spaceis equal to the number of blocks of the partition, which may well fall short of the numberof elements in 
.



7Given two partitions A;B of U , if A is a sub-partition of B we write A � B, which isa partial order on the partitions. So far as the factors are concerned, the terminology isreversed: B is a subspace, or sub-factor, of A. The in�mum or greatest lower bound A^Bis the partition whose blocks are the non-empty intersections of the blocks of A and B.The vector subspace associated with A ^ B is conventionally denoted by A:B. Since everyelement in the product set 
A � 
B need not occur in the design, the dimension of A:Bmay be less than the dimension of A 
 B. In extreme cases, if A is a sub-partition of B,A:B = A. Given factors, or partitions, A;B;C, we can construct all in�ma together withthe associated vector spaces. A factorial model is then de�ned to be the vector span ofsome subset of these vector spaces together with the constant function.The preceding construction can be extended to Tjur block structures by including allupper bounds and the associated vector spaces. The least upper bound A _B of A and Bis the least partition such that A � A _ B and B � A _ B. Standard factorial models donot ordinarily include these vector spaces.The di�erence between the two de�nitions is principally a di�erence of emphasis. Tjur'sde�nition is concerned with design aspects, i.e. the factor combinations that occur amongthe observed units. Our de�nition is concerned not so much with the observed combinations,but with the combinations that might occur in principle. The e�ects that are potentiallyof interest need not be estimable with the particular design at hand.The relationship between the two de�nitions is readily explained in terms of mapsbetween �nite sets. Let A, B and C be factors corresponding to the mappings '1:U ! 
1,'2:U ! 
2, and '3:U ! 
3. Then ' = ('1; '2; '3) is a mapping from U into the productset 
1 � 
2 � 
3. For any f in A 
B 
 C, de�ne '�f by composition:('�f)(u) = f('1(u); '2(u); '3(u))for u 2 U . Thus '� takes f in A 
 B 
 C into '�f in RU by restriction to the observedlevels and replication where necessary. In fact '� is a linear transformation from A
B
Conto the subspace A:B:C � RU , Likewise, '� takes A
B 
 1 onto A:B, and so on for anyfactorial model.In statistical applications, the assumptions made in connection with random variationtypically have the e�ect of making RU an inner product space, thereby permitting anorthogonal decomposition. By contrast, A 
 B 
 C has no inner product, so orthogonalcomplements do not exist in this space.4. Categories and representation theory4.1 Finite setsQuite frequently, though certainly not always, the set of potential levels of a factor is verylarge. The set of levels occurring in an experiment such as a variety trial is typically asmall subset of the totality of varieties. The fundamental reason for de�ning a model as asequence indexed by �nite sets, is to establish a logical relation between functions on oneset of factor levels and functions on any related set of levels. The notion of a factor is thusintimately connected with mappings between �nite sets, the so-called category of �nite sets.The category of �nite sets F is the class of all �nite sets together with all transformationsbetween pairs of sets. This is a closed system, a sort of semi-group under limited



8composition. For each ': 
! 
0 and  : 
0! 
00, the composite function  ' is a mappingfrom 
 to 
00, and thus in F . For further details, see MacLane (1971) or MacLane andBirkho� (1988).Let h be a real-valued function on 
00. Then g = h �  is a real-valued function on 
0 andf = g � ' = h �  � ' is a real-valued function on 
. The vector g, called the pullback of hby  , is obtained by linear transformation  � from R
00 to R
0 . Likewise f is obtained bythe linear transformation '� from R
0 to R
. That is to say,  �h = h �  and '�g = g � 'are linear transformations between vector spaces. The pullback map corresponding to  'is the product '� � in reverse order as shown below:
 '�! 
0  �! 
00# # #R
 '� � R
0  � � R
00The top line of this diagram is a schematic diagram of F with arrows representing mapsbetween sets. The lower line is a similar diagram in which each set in F is mapped to avector space, and each arrow in F is mapped to a linear transformation between vectorspaces. The mapping from top line to the lower line depicts a functor, or representation,the standard representation of F . This functor is said to be contravariant because the arrowfunction � that takes ' to '� reverses the direction of the map.4.2 F -representationA representation of the category F is a contravariant functor from F into a new categorywhose objects are certain vector spaces and whose morphisms are certain linear transfor-mations between these vector spaces. In other words, to each �nite set 
 the functorassociates a vector space X
, and to each morphism ': 
 ! 
0 the functor associates alinear transformation '�:X
0 ! X
. Further, the identity morphism on 
 is mapped tothe identity on X
, and the composite morphism  ' is mapped to the composite lineartransformation ( ')� = '� � in reverse order.For each �xed positive integer k, the sequence of vector spaces (R
)
k is an F -representation. It is understood here that to each ': 
! 
0 in F we associate the pullbackmap '�: (R
0)
k ! (R
)
k by functional composition('�f)(i1; i2; : : : ; ik) = f�'(i1); '(i2); : : : ; '(ik)�:A sub-representation X is a sequence of subspaces X
 � (R
)
k such that '�X
0 � X
.For k = 1 this de�nition does not go far. The only F -representations that occur assubspaces of A = R
 are zero, 1 and A. However, the de�nition applies directly tohomologous factors in which X
 is a subspace of A
2 = R
�
, the set of functions onthe square 
 � 
. The sequence fXg is an F -representation if, for each g 2 X
0 , thepullback '�g is a vector in X
. It is clear, for example, that if g is symmetric on 
0 � 
0then '�g is symmetric on 
�
. The sequence of symmetric subspaces sym2(A) is thus anexample of an F -representation in A
2. The following diagram gives two complete direct-sum decomposition of A
2 by F -representations in which sym� is the symmetric subspacewith zero diagonal: A
2 = sym� � f1 � sym+g � falt+ � altg= sym� � f1 � A�g � falt+ � altg:



9The subspaces sym+ and alt+ are the symmetric and alternating additive subspacesconsisting of functions of the form �i + �j and �i � �j respectively, alt is an abbreviationfor alt2(A), and A� for � 6= 3�=4 is the rotated factor subspace with components�i cos � + �j sin �.Each F -representation in A
2 is the span of three sub-representations U+V +W in whichU 2 f0; sym�g, V 2 f0; 1; A�g for some � 6= 3�=4, and W 2 f0; alt+; altg. The structureof this decomposition implies various `marginality conditions'. For example, every modelthat includes the additive symmetric subspace necessarily includes the constant functions,or intercept. However, a model that contains the additive alternating subspace need notinclude the intercept.4.3 I-representationThe category of all morphisms between �nite sets has a number of important sub-categories,one of which is the category I whose objects are all �nite sets, and whose morphisms areall injective, or 1{1, transformations. An I-representation is a contravariant functor from Iinto a category whose objects are certain vector spaces, and whose morphisms are surjectivelinear mappings between these vector spaces.The sequence (R
)
k together with the pullback maps de�ned above, constitutes anI-representation. A sequence of vector subspaces X
 � (R
)
k is an I-representation if,for each 1{1 mapping ': 
 ! 
0, the restriction map '� that takes (R
0)
k to (R
)
ksatis�es '�X
0 = X
. A model that is an I-representation is said to be selection-invariantin the sense of section 3.2.A complete direct-sum decomposition ofA
2 by I-representations is given below in whichan asterisk denotes a subspace with zero diagonal:A
2 = f1� � sym�+ � sym�g � f1d � diagg � falt+ � altg:The diagonal subspace is an example of an I-representation that is not an F -representation.Note that, as an F -representation, sym� is irreducible: it contains no F -subrepresentations.As an I-representation, however, sym� is not irreducible: it contains the sub-representationssym�+ and 1�.On account of multiplicities or isomorphisms, alt+ �= sym�+ =1� �= diag =1d and1� �= 1d, this decomposition is not unique, so it is not easy to characterize all of thesubspace representations in A
2. In principle, however, when isomorphic representationsare identi�ed, all I-representations, including the rotated factor models, can be extractedfrom any complete decomposition. Details are given in section 9.4.4 Representations of related categoriesCategory theory asks of every type of mathematical object: `What are the morphisms?'; itsuggests that these morphisms should be described at the same time as the objects. Thisquote, taken from MacLane (1971), is strongly appealing for statistical work. It impliesthat the models used should be tailored to the nature of the response scale and the levels ofthe explanatory factors. To say the same thing in another way, each vector space used as astatistical model should ideally be a representation of the relevant category of morphisms.Most of the categories that occur in statistical work are product categories in which theobjects are product sets and the morphisms are direct products. Depending on the context,



10the component categories may be F or I acting on �nite sets, the a�ne group acting onthe real line, or one of the categories listed below.(i) The category S of surjections: objects are all �nite sets; morphisms are all surjectivemaps.(ii) The category F0: objects all �nite sets that include zero; morphisms all maps takingzero to zero and non-zero to non-zero.(iii) The category whose objects are all �nite sets that include a residual element called`other' or `none of the above'; the morphisms are surjections taking `other' to `other'.(iv) The category Sm of monotone surjections: objects all �nite partially ordered sets;morphisms all weakly monotone surjections.(v) Objects all �nite graphs; morphisms all neighbour-preserving maps ': 
! 
0. (If i; jare neighbouring vertices in 
, then '(i); '(j) are neighbours in 
0.)(vi) In a nested design, each object is a set of units together with the equivalence relationi � j if units i and j belong to the same block (section 9.5). The morphisms are allequivalence-preserving injective maps i � j () '(i) � '(j).The list of variations is virtually endless, but it must be remembered that apparentlydi�erent descriptions may be equivalent as abstract categories, either in the sense ofisomorphism or in the sense of opposites.The category of surjections has two interpretations that are relevant for statisticalpurposes. For response factors, a surjection is intimately connected with the operationof amalgamating response levels; the sub-category of monotone surjections is relevant forordinal response scales.For explanatory factors, it may happen that some of the levels in 
, though labelleddistinctly, are in fact equivalent. That is to say that a reduced factor with fewer levels maysu�ce. The surjection ': 
! 
0 maps equivalent levels in 
 to the same image in 
0, andthereby generates a partition of 
 labelled by 
0. For each f 2 X
0 , the pullback '�f isconstant on the blocks of the partition. A sequence X
 � (R
)
k is an S-representation iftwo conditions are satis�ed. First, '�X
0 is a subspace of X
. Second, if g lies in '�(R
0)
kand also in X
 then g 2 '�X
0 . These conditions are written in the form '��1X
 = X
0 .The category of monotone injections is relevant for explanatory factors having orderedlevels that are non-quantitative. The categories F0 or I0 may be relevant if one of thefactor levels has a special status. One example is dose, the level zero being special becausezero dose of one drug is indistinguishable from zero dose of any other. Another examplementioned briey in section 6 is an industrial process, one of whose levels is `o�' in whichno physical processing occurs. The representation theory for some of these categories isdiscussed by McCullagh (1998).4.5 MonoidsA monoid is any semi-group that contains the identity, a category with only one object. Sofar as this paper is concerned, the term monoid signi�es the set of transformations 

 fromthe �nite set 
 into itself. The monoid contains the symmetric group, which is the set ofinvertible transformations on 
.De�nition: A subspace X in R
 or R
�
, or in some higher-order tensor product space,is said to be monoid invariant or an M -representation, if, for every ' 2 

, the pullbackmap satis�es '�X � X .



11To see what this means in terms of components, let f be a vector in X � A
2. Thenf has components fij and '�f has components f'(i)'(j) for (i; j) 2 
 � 
. Consider, forexample, the subspace X = sym� de�ned byX = ff : fij = fji; fii = 0g:It is readily checked that '�f also belongs to X , so X is M -invariant. By contrast,the diagonal subspace of functions that are zero for i 6= j is not M -invariant. Letf = diagf3; 2; 4g, ': (1; 2; 3) 7! (1; 2; 1) so that'�f = 0@ 3 0 30 2 03 0 31A ;which is not diagonal.Since the monoid includes the symmetric group, it is evident that every M -invariantsubspace is also group-invariant, or a representation of the symmetric group. But thegreat majority of group-invariant subspaces, for example the diagonal subspace, are notM -invariant.Note that monoid- and group-invariance are properties of a single subspace, not prop-erties of a sequence. The de�nition can be extended to a sequence by de�ning an M -representation to be any sequence of M -invariant subspaces. However, this is not a usefulde�nition because it is satis�ed by arti�cial sequences such asX
 = � 1 if j
j is prime;R
 otherwise,which are of no interest in applied work. The natural extension of anM -invariant subspaceturns out to be an F -representation (McCullagh, 1998). There appears to be no equallynatural extension for group-invariant subspaces.4.6 Relationships among the representationsLet X1 and X2 be two sub-representations in X . That is to say that X1, X2 and X are threerepresentations of the same category, and X1(
) and X2(
) are both subspaces of X (
).Then the intersection X1 \X2 and the vector span X1 +X2 are representations in the samesense, the linear mappings '� being those inherited from X . The set of representations thusforms a lattice in which the least upper bound is the vector span, and the greatest lowerbound is the intersection.Justi�cation for the statements listed below can be found in McCullagh (1998).1. Every F -representation is also an I-representation and an S-representation.2. Any sequence that is both an I-representation and an S-representation is also anF -representation.3. Each subspace in an F -representation is M -invariant.4. To each M -invariant subspace (
0;X0) there corresponds a minimal sequence fXgthat is an F -representation.5. To each M -invariant subspace (
0;X0) there corresponds a maximal sequence fXgthat is an F -representation.



126. For crossed designs in which each factor occurs once, the product F -, I-, M - andS-representations in the tensor product space R
1�
2���� coincide with the standardfactorial models.7. It is conjectured that every S-representation is also an F -representation, i.e. that thesetwo classes coincide.By the �rst statement we mean that the restriction of any F -functor to the sub-categoryI is a functor with the same object sequence, but with surjective linear maps. Likewise,the restriction to S has injective linear maps. Point 2 is a consequence of the fact that anytransformation between �nite sets can be represented as the composition of a surjectionand an injection. Point 3 is an immediate consequence of the de�nition. By point 4 aboveis meant �rst that X
0 = X0. Second, for each F -representation fX 0g that includes X0,X
 � X 0
 for every 
. Point 5 has a similar meaning in which X 0
 � X
. A proof of 6 isgiven below for M -representations.A consequence of points 3{5 is that monoid invariance and F -representations areessentially equivalent. Conjecture 7 is based largely on absence of evidence to the contrary.5. Product groups and product monoids5.1 Group representationsThe word `group' refers here to the symmetric group acting on the factor levels. If thedesign contains several non-isomorphic factors, it is understood that the relevant group isthe product symmetric group acting independently on each set of levels.A group representation is a subspace that is invariant under the action of the group.The G-representations that occur in A = R
 are 0, 1, 1? and A. A representation issaid to be irreducible if it contains no sub-representation other than zero and itself. Akey simpli�cation in representation theory for �nite groups is that every G-representationis a direct sum of irreducibles. This property does not extend to I-representations orF -representations. The decomposition of A by G-irreducibles is A = 1� 1?.So far as the tensor product space A 
 B 
 C is concerned, theorem 10 of Serre (1977)states that each irreducible representation of the product group is isomorphic with a tensorproduct of irreducibles:A
 B 
 C = f1A � 1?Ag 
 f1B � 1?Bg 
 f1C � 1?Cg:These eight irreducibles are non-isomorphic, and therefore unique. Including the zerosubspace, there are 28 = 256 distinct G-representations in A 
 B 
 C, one for each subsetof the irreducibles. Only 20 of these, the factorial models, are also monoid-invariant.For k factors, there are 2k G-irreducibles in the tensor product space, and 22k distinctG-representations. The number of factorial models also increases rapidly with k, but at amuch slower rate.



135.2 Product monoidWe now show that the representations of the product monoid M = MA �MB �MC thatoccur as subspaces in A
B 
 C are the standard factorial models, in 1{1 correspondencewith the free distributive lattice on three, or more generally k, generators. The �rst pointto note is that the product monoid contains the product group, so each M -representationis also G-invariant. The key step in the proof is to examine the e�ect of the monoid oneach G-irreducible, and to �nd the smallest M -invariant subspace that contains the givenG-irreducible. We �rst note that the range of the action of MA on the G-irreducible 1?A isspanf1?A � 'g = ff � ' : f 2 1?A; ' 2MAg = A;provided that j
Aj � 2. Likewise, the action of the product monoid on 1?A 
 1?B 
 1C isspanf1?A 
 1?B 
 1C � 'g = ff � ' : f 2 1?A 
 1?B 
 1C ; ' 2Mg = A
 B 
 1C :In other words, A:B = A 
 B 
 1 is the smallest M -invariant subspace that contains theG-irreducible 1?A 
 1?B 
 1C .This argument, due to B. Totaro (personal communication), can readily be extended tok factors provided that each factor has at least two levels. Thus we arrive at the followingtheorem.Theorem: The subspaces of the tensor product space A1 
A2
 � � �
Ak that are invariantunder the product monoid are the standard factorial models in 1{1 correspondence withthe free distributive lattice on k generators.6. Practical considerations6.1 InteractionIn discussions concerning interaction, it is helpful to distinguish a number of di�erent typesof factors that arise in typical experimental designs or observational studies. Althoughfactors of di�erent types might be treated on a similar basis in a model, distinctionsare usually essential and helpful for purposes of interpretation. The distinction betweena treatment factor and a classi�cation factor is fundamental. In an experiment, thelevels of the treatment factor are assigned, ideally at random, by the experimenter to theobservational units, or subjects. In an observational study, the levels of a treatment factorcould in principle be assigned randomly, but, for ethical or practical reasons, are not. Aclassi�cation factor, by contrast, is an intrinsic property of the experimental units, sex, ageand medical history being examples in a medical context, soil type being an example froman agricultural context.In a factorial design, the treatment e�ect can be measured at each level of the classi�-cation factor. If the treatment e�ect is constant, we say that there is no interaction, andif this constant is zero, we say that there is no treatment e�ect. At the other extreme, ifthe treatment e�ect is positive for some levels of the classi�cation factor and negative forother levels, we say that there is qualitative interaction. For example, an acidic fertilizerthat is bene�cial to azaleas may be harmful to other shrubs. Qualitative interactions of thissort are probably the exception in practice. A more common phenomenon is the case inwhich the treatment e�ect is essentially zero unless certain conditions are met. For example,



14the addition of trace elements to the diet of grazing animals has a dramatic e�ect in areaswhere these elements are de�cient: in areas where the trace elements are naturally plentiful,supplements have no measurable e�ect. Certain chemical reactions require the presence ofa catalyst. Some plants are sensitive to soil composition, in particular acidity and drainage:a neutral fertilizer may have little e�ect while the pH is outside the preferred range, butsubstantial e�ects otherwise.Two points that are relevant in the construction of models for interaction are thefollowing. First, if the treatment e�ect varies substantially with the level of the classi�cationfactor, the equally-weighted average of the treatment e�ects, i.e. the average e�ect oftreatment, is rarely of great interest. Substantial interactions suggest that qualitativelydi�erent mechanisms are in operation at the levels of the classi�cation factor. In thesecircumstances, it is often e�ective to analyse the data separately for each level of theclassi�cation factor (Cox and Snell, 1981), and to present the results separately for eachlevel. Second, if qualitative interaction is present, it is mathematically possible that theequally-weighted average of the treatment e�ects is zero. However, it is extremely rare thatsuch combinations correspond to scienti�cally interesting hypotheses. Even if the levels ofthe classi�cation factor occur with equal frequencies in the experiment, they need not occurwith the same frequencies in any relevant population or sub-population.The marginality principle as formulated by Nelder (1977) forbids models having aninteraction without the associated main e�ects. Although several discussants of Nelder'spaper, including Lindley, Cox and Tukey, object to a universal prohibition, convincingexamples of the need for such models are rare indeed. Substantial interaction in thepresence of a null main e�ect can occur as a result of experimental design. One suchexample is described by Cox. A second line of argument against marginality is based on theobservation that factors can be transformed so that interaction in one system becomes amain e�ect in the transformed system. The most convincing examples of this phenomenoninvolve homologous binary factors (Cox, 1972; Bloom�eld, 1974). In the Cox-Bloom�eldexample, the two classi�cation factors are political a�liation of the wife A, and politicala�liation of the husband, B. In any analysis of data indexed in this way, it may behelpful to transform the factors to A0, taking the value `same' or `di�erent', and B0 = B.Because the factors are homologous, the relevant symmetry group or set of morphisms isnot the product set so the appropriate de�nition of marginality is less obvious. The Cox-Bloom�eld example is entirely in accord with the extended de�nition of a factorial modelas a category representation. We take A0 to be either the F -representation 1+ sym� or theI-representation 1� + 1d, which coincide for binary factors.A di�erent type of example in which transformation of factors may lead to a simpleranalysis is as follows. Consider an experiment to study how chemical composition of anutritive medium a�ects bacterial growth. The factors under study are chemical saltsadded to an aqueous solution as follows:A : MgSO4B : NaClC : MgCl2D : NaHCO3In each case the low level denotes absence, and the high level denotes a concentration of0.1 moles per litre. While a factorial model using these four factors might prove useful,



15an analysis using the implied ionic concentrations, including H+ and (OH)�, seems morepromising. In solution, ions of the same species are chemically indistinguishable. This lineof thinking leads naturally to a factorial model in which the six ionic speciesH+; OH�; Mg++; Na+; SO��4 ; Cl� :are the factors, with log concentration as numerical value. Since [H+] and [OH�] are linearlydependent, there are in e�ect only �ve factors.To take a second example from an industrial context, consider a production line for metalcastings in which each item goes through a sequence of manufacturing steps in a de�niteorder from rough casting, stamping, grinding, milling and tempering followed by polishingand peening. The parameters at each step are adjustable, for example grit size and speedat the grinding step, temperature and oil composition at the tempering step, and so on.Further, certain steps are mandatory, but other steps such as polishing and peening may beprimarily cosmetic, and thus optional. Optional factors di�er from mandatory factors in oneimportant way, namely that they have a level `o�' in which no processing occurs. Becauseof the sequential nature of the manufacturing process, it may well happen, and indeed it isdesirable, that errors and misalignments introduced at earlier stages are corrected, at leastpartially, by subsequent manufacturing steps. Only if the subsequent steps are set at `o�' dothe e�ects of earlier steps persist in the �nal product. For an instance of this phenomenon,see example 1 in Hamada and Wu (1992) where, among the seven factors studied, only the�nal two have an e�ect that is detectable in the product, and the penultimate factor hasan e�ect only if the �nal factor is o�.One possibility for modelling designs with optional factors is to use representation theoryfor the category F0 (McCullagh, 1998). If all factors are optional with two levels, all one-dimensional subspaces are isomorphic F0-representations. Thus, the decomposition by F0-representations is not useful unless the number of levels is at least three. A di�erent optionfor modelling data from an industrial production-line experiment with optional factors A,B, C in reverse order is as follows. Suppose that each factor has a level `o�' coded as zero,and that any e�ect of non-trivial processing at one stage is reduced by a multiplicativefactor � by subsequent processing. Then a plausible model for the response might beE(Yijk) = �0 + �i + �i�j + �0ijkin which �0 = �000 = 1, and �0 = �0 = 0 = 0. In other words, if the �nal two factorsare set at `o�' the contribution is k from factor C. If factor A is o�, the contribution is�j + �00jk: if B is o�, the contribution is �i + �0i0k.The main lesson to be learned from these examples is that, in applications, recordedfactors frequently have additional properties or further structure that can, and should, beexploited by statistical models. The essence of this structure can frequently be described bya suitable category of morphisms on certain �nite sets. The mere fact that the observationsare indexed by a product set is not, in itself, justi�cation for restricting attention to factorialmodels.



166.2 Category representation versus group representationThe chief aim of statistical models is to gain understanding by simpli�cation. Simpli�cationcan be achieved in many ways, for example by non-linear transformation of the response toremove interactions (Box and Cox, 1964), by re-de�nition of factors (Cox, 1972; Bloom�eld,1974), or by splitting the data on the levels of a classi�cation factor if appropriate.Simpli�cation is also achieved by combining factor levels into subsets that are equivalentin their e�ect. In a variety trial, for example, certain varieties that are labelled di�erentlymight be genetically identical, or otherwise similar in terms of yield, response to fertilizerand method of cultivation. In molecular genetics, distinct base triplets coding for the sameamino acid are biochemically equivalent. A sequence X is an S-representation if, wheneverf in X
 is constant on certain blocks, i.e. f lies in the range of '� in X
, then f 2 '�X
0 ,so that the reduced factor with levels 
0 su�ces.The set of levels occurring in an experiment or observational study need not beexhaustive, and might be slightly di�erent if the study were repeated. Any model forthe design actually performed should be compatible with the model for the notional designin which all levels are represented. This argument, in itself, does not lead to selectioninvariance because the factor levels might have a quantitative structure that can be exploitedto ensure compatibility. For example, dose in a pharmaceutical study is usually restrictedto a small number of arbitrary quantitative levels. A model that is linear in the dose, or logdose, satis�es the compatibility criterion. However, if permutation invariance is granted,compatibility under selection leads to models that are I-representations.Either of these arguments leads to the standard set of factorial models. Since bothcriteria are plausible in most applications, either one can be taken as the de�nition ofmarginality and applied to homologous factors where the issues are unsettled (Nelder, 1994,Lindsey, 1995). Monoid-invariant models, or F -representations, are those that satisfy bothconditions.6.3 Response factorsAll of the arguments given above address factors in the role of explanatory variable, andmay be inappropriate for response factors such as occur in multinomial-response models.A model for a response factor A is set of probability distributions, or measures, on theresponse levels 
. While amalgamation of response levels is frequently a relevant operation,selection is less compelling. The usual device for modelling response factors is to associatewith each probability distribution on 
, a point in some vector space. For log-linear models,the vector of log probabilities determines a point in R
=1, an irreducible S-representation(McCullagh, 1999). For ordinal response models, the cumulative distribution function andits logistic transformation determine a point in R
n0, an I0-representation that includessub-representations. The relevant representation theory for these categories and their dualsis given by McCullagh (1998).



177. Statistical tests and irreducible quotient spacesLet V0 be a subspace of a vector space V . For any x 2 V , the set of points x + V0, thetranslate of V0 by x, is called a coset of V0 in V . The set of cosets of V0, the quotient spaceV=V0, is a vector space of dimension dim(V)� dim(V0), and the mapping x 7! x+ V0 fromV to V=V0 is the quotient projection. If V is an inner product space, the natural innerproduct in the quotient space is the inner product in V?0 , i.e. hx+ V0; y + V0i = hQx; Qyi,in which Q is the orthogonal projection from V onto V?0 .In statistics, quotient spaces, rather than subspaces, are intimately connected withstatistical tests. In a randomized blocks design, for example, the usual test for equalityof treatment e�ects is based on the di�erence between the residual sum of squares for thenested models blocks and blocks + treatment:We interpret this di�erence as the squared length of the projection of y on to the quotientspace (blocks + treatment)=blocks;i.e. treatment eliminating additive block e�ects. In order to compute these orthogonalprojections, it is necessary that V ;V0 be identi�ed with subspaces of the inner productspace RU of functions on the statistical units. In the case of generalized linear models,deviances are used in place of residual sums of squares.In those rare cases in which the residual variance is known, projection on to the quotientspace V=V0 furnishes a direct test of the model V0 with V as alternative. In most cases,however, the residual variance is estimated on the basis of the residuals after projection onto V using a statistic of the form RSS(V)=(jUj � dim(V)). An F -test is then used in placeof the direct chi-squared test.AnM -invariant space is said to beM -irreducible if it contains no non-trivialM -invariantsubspace. In the context of conventional factorial models, this is not a useful concept becauseall M -invariant subspaces contain 1, which is the only M -irreducible subspace. However,the monoid also acts on quotient spaces, so it is natural to investigate the properties ofquotient spaces in respect of this action. The M -invariant quotient spaces are orderedpairs of M -invariant subspaces V=V0 in which V0 is a proper subspace of V . For any M -invariant quotient space V=V0, there may exist an M -invariant subspace V1, not equal toV0 or V , such that V0 � V1 � V . In that case V=V0 contains the M -invariant subspaceV1=V0. Otherwise, if no such strictly intermediate M -invariant subspace V1 exists, V=V0is an irreducible representation of the monoid. From a statistical perspective, the mostinteresting irreducible M -representations occur as quotient spaces, not as subspaces.Reverting to factorial model formulae, although A=1 and (A+B)=B are isomorphic M -irreducible representations, they represent di�erent quotient spaces. For linear models, thesquared projections on to the two spaces areRSS(1)� RSS(A) and RSS(B)� RSS(A+ B)respectively, which are ordinarily di�erent. Each M -irreducible quotient space has, inprinciple at least, a natural statistical interpretation as a mean square in an analysis ofvariance, or an analysis of deviance, table. The M -irreducibles are obtained automaticallyfrom the lattice diagram of spaces and subspaces.



18In connection with the discussion at the end of section 3.3, it should be pointed out thatthe linear mapping '� that maps A 
 B 
 C onto A:B:C � RU , also maps quotientrepresentations onto quotients of A:B:C. For example, the irreducible representation(A 
 B + C)=(A + B + C) is mapped onto the sub-quotient (A:B + C)=(A + B + C)in RU . By contrast, the orthogonal complement of A + B + C in (A:B + C) � RU isnot the image under '� of any M -representation in A 
 B 
 C. For this reason, eachline in an analysis-of-variance table is logically associated with a quotient or sub-quotientrepresentation, and only indirectly with a subspace of RU , (McCullagh, 1999).The preceding discussion applies equally to F -representations and I-representations.8. Homologous factors8.1 Statistical examplesSuppose that the observations are indexed by the same factor twice. To say the same thingin a di�erent way, suppose that A and B are homologous factors (A �= B) having the sameset of levels, 
, and the observations are indexed by the square 
�
. In a sense emphasizedby the mathematics, A and B represent the same vector space. As subspaces of the spaceof functions on the square, however, they represent di�erent vector subspaces having onlythe constant subspace in common. From the viewpoint of abstract algebra, one symbol issu�cient. For statistical and computational purposes, two symbols are essential in orderto identify the distinct subspaces. For these reasons, the symbols A
2 and A
B are usedsynonymously in this section.Statistical designs of this sort may seem a little unusual at �rst glance, but examples aresurprisingly common as the following list shows.Citation analysis. A common practice in citation analyses is to begin by tabulating thenumber of citations yij in journal i to journal j (Stigler, 1994). In the present framework,A is the factor `citing journal' and B is the homologous factor `cited journal.' Within aparticular subject area, two phenomena are usually apparent, a strong tendency for self-citations, and an academic hierarchy reminiscent of social classes. The applied journalsspeak only to the methodological journals, and the methodological journals speak onlyto the theoretical journals, and the theoretical journals speak only to god. A similarphenomenon occurs in geographical studies of migration, in which yij is the number ofindividuals, families, or other units, moving from region i to region j in a speci�ed period.Short migrations within regions are much more numerous than longer migrations betweenregions. At the same time, certain regions become more popular, or economically moreactive, so that the relative migration rate from region i to region j depends on the di�erencein the growth rates of the two regions. In both cases the null model is that the expectedvalue of Yij is the same as the expected value of Yji. The non-null model, usually of theBradley-Terry form, log �ij = �ij + �i � �j ;where �ij = �ji, is designed to yield a linear ranking of the journals or regions. A matrix �satisfying this condition is said to be quasi-symmetric (Caussinus, 1965; McCullagh, 1982).In citation studies, quasi-symmetry is known as the `export scores model' (Stigler, 1994);in migration studies, the term `gravity model' is used. (Stewart 1948, Upton 1985).



19Plant breeding. In plant breeding studies, males of several varieties are crossed with femalesof the same varieties. The response in such an experiment is a function on the varietiescrossed with themselves, i.e. an element in the tensor product space under study. TheMendelian inheritance model implies that the o�spring of male variety i crossed with femalevariety j is, in a statistical sense, genetically identical to male variety j crossed with femalevariety i. In other words, the expected response E(Yij) lies in the symmetric subspacesym(A;B). A stronger form of the model implies that the genetic contribution of a male isindependent of the variety of the female. In practice, the stronger condition is interpretedas g(�ij) = �i + �jfor some monotone transformation g. It should be emphasized that Mendel's laws do notimply additivity, and that favourable or unfavourable conjunctions of genes guarantee non-additivity in most cases. Nevertheless, this symmetric additive model often accounts for alarge fraction of the systematic variation provided that incompatible pairs are excluded.Tournament analysis. Consider a tournament in which teams or players compete with eachother in pairs. The results of such a tournament can be compiled in a table indexed by theset of teams crossed with itself, with entriesyij = ( 1 player i beat player j;�1 player j beat player i;0 draw.By construction, y is skew-symmetric, so any model for y must focus on the invariantskew-symmetric subspaces of functions on the square. Two slightly di�erent models for theprobabilities �ij = pr(Yij = 1) are as follows:log(�ij=�ji) = �i � �jlogit �ij = �00 + �0i � �0jIf draws do not occur, �00 = 0 and the models coincide. Both models involve the additiveskew-symmetric subspace: the second subspace also includes the constant function and isdenoted by 1 + alt(A+B).Matched pairs design. Consider a matched pairs design in which the response for eachsubject is a value in the �nite set 
. In a study of identical twins reared apart, for example,the response might be some form of preference, for say, clothing, colour, music, politicalparty or sexual orientation. In a medical context, the response might be a measure of painrelief or improvement in medical condition. In each of these cases, the response for eachpair is a point in 
�
, and yrs, the number of pairs responding (r; s), are the componentsof a vector in A
2.Absence of a treatment e�ect implies symmetry, i.e. � 2 sym2(A). Various non-nullmodels have been derived or proposed including quasi-symmetry and marginal homogeneity.Marginal homogeneity states that the expected number of treated members responding incategory r is the same as the expected number of controls in category r, �r. = �.r. Clearly,marginal homogeneity and quasi-symmetry are vector subspaces of A
2 invariant underpermutation of the labels in 
. However, as shown in the next section, quasi-symmetry isa monoid-invariant subspace but marginal homogeneity is not.



20Diallel cross design. A slightly more complicated version of the plant-breeding exampleoccurs when the males and females are both indexed by genotype. Then 
 is the set ofalleles, and A is the vector space of functions on 
. A function f on genotypes is a functionon 
 � 
 such that f(i; j) = f(j; i). In other words, sym2(A) may be identi�ed with thevector space of real-valued functions on genotypes. Each observation is associated with anordered pair (female, male) of genotypes((r; s); (i; j)) 7! yr;s;i;jsuch that yrs;ij = ysr;ij = yrs;ji. In other words, y is an element of the tensor product spaceA
4 in the subspace (sym2(A))
2. An example of a model that might be contemplated fora design of this type is the additive symmetric modelg(�r;s;i;j) = �r + �s + �i + �jin which all four alleles contribute equally and additively without interaction. The single-locus Mendelian model is �ri + �sj + �rj + �si;with �ij = �ji, an equally-weighted combination of the four genotypes. This is called theadditive model with allelic interaction (Mather and Jinks, 1982). If it is thought that thesexes contribute unequally, an extended vector space containing functions of the form�r + �s + �i + �jor �rs + �ij might be tried. In practice, if the plants are self-sterile, any model may berestricted to the compatible pairs.Other examples. The following list indicates that homologous factors arise in a largenumber of contexts.1. The study of �nger-print similarity in related individuals (Galton, 1892, p. 175);2. Matrices of transition counts in Markov chains or more general processes with adiscrete state space;3. Allele-sharing of a�ected sib-pairs or triplets in the study of genetic diseases;4. Social or occupational mobility tables;5. Import-export analyses of international trade;6. Studies in which the observational unit is the nuclear family indexed by the politicalor religious a�liation of both parents.All of the models listed above determine vector subspaces not of the factorial type.Essential use is made of the fact that the factors are homologous. We now investigate theinvariance properties of these vector spaces.



219. Decomposition of A
29.1 Group decompositionThe principal di�erence between the tensor products A
 B and A
2 is the implied set oftransformations or symmetries. For non-homologous factors, A 
 B is a representation ofthe product group in a space of dimension j
a � 
bj. By contrast, A
2 is a representationof the symmetric group in a space of dimension a2 = j
aj2.The standard decomposition of A
2 by G-irreducibles proceeds in two steps. In the �rststep, the space is split into three non-overlapping subspaces, the diagonal subspace, thesymmetric o�-diagonal subspace, and the skew-symmetric subspace.A
2 = diag(A
2)� sym�(A)� alt2(A):Each of these invariant subspaces splits into irreducibles labelled by partitions of thenumber a (James and Liebeck, 1993). Thusdiag(A
2) �= (a)� (a� 1; 1) �= Asym�(A) �= (a)� (a� 1; 1)� (a� 2; 2)alt2(A) �= (a� 1; 1)� (a� 2; 1; 1)A
2 = (a)�2 � (a� 1; 1)�3 � (a� 2; 1)� (a� 2; 1; 1)The two irreducibles labelled (a) are one-dimensional subspaces spanned by �ij and 1� �ijrespectively, where �ij is Kronecker's delta. The three irreducibles labelled (a � 1; 1) areisomorphic representations of dimension a � 1. In the decomposition given here, theyrepresent the following subspaces:(i; j) 7! �i�ij ; (i; j) 7! (�i + �j)(1� �ij); and (i; j) 7! �i � �j ;in which P�i = 0.A canonical set of unique G-invariant subspaces can be obtained by combining isomorphicrepresentations into a single non-irreducible invariant subspace (Diaconis 1989, Bailey 1991).However, there are compelling reasons in statistical applications to avoid the canonicalsubspaces for purposes of modelling. First, the additive symmetric space, and theadditive skew-symmetric space occur frequently, not in combination, in numerous statisticalapplications. Second, the canonical subspaces are ordinarily not closed under otherimportant operations such as selection or monoid action. As models, they fail the testof marginality. In other words, the set of canonical group-invariant subspaces includessubspaces that are uninteresting as statistical models, and excludes spaces such as �i � �jthat occur frequently in a great variety of applications.9.2 I-decompositionTo obtain the I-representations in A
2, we �rst note that each of the subspaces diag(A
2),sym�(A), and alt2(A) is an I-representation. The diagonal subspace is isomorphic with A,and contains the representation 1d of constant diagonal functions. In the subspace sym�,the only sub-representations are1� �= (a); and sym�+ �= (a)� (a� 1; 1):In the skew-symmetric subspace, the only sub-representation is alt+ of additive functions,isomorphic with (a � 1; 1). Thus we obtain the decomposition shown in section 4.3. Onaccount of multiplicities, however, this is not the complete list of I-representations in A
2.



229.3 Homomorphisms and isomorphismsLet W and X be two representations of the category C. A homomorphism g:W ! X is acovariant functor such that each object map g
:W
 ! X
 is a linear transformation. Thearrow map taking  �:W
0 ! W
 in W to '�:X
0 ! X
 in X satis�es '�g
0 = g
 �, sothat the arrow diagram W
0  ��! W
g
0 # g
 #X
0 '��! X
0is commutative. Note that there may be arrows in X that are not in the range of g.If W is a sub-representation in X , the insertion map fromW into X is a homomorphismand g is an injection. For all of the representations considered here, if X is a sub-representation in W , the quotient map W ! W=X is a surjective homomorphism. Apartfrom the zero map, there need not exist a homomorphism of W into a sub-representationX . Consider, for example, the sub-representations of C = I � I in W = A + B � A 
 B.AlthoughW contains three proper sub-representations, it does not contain a complementarypair, so the only homomorphisms of W into itself are scalar multiples.An isomorphism is a homomorphism such that each arrow in X is the image of onearrow in W and each object map g
 is an invertible linear transformation. For all of therepresentations considered in this paper, the kernel of the homomorphism g:W ! X is asub-representation in W , and gW � X is a representation isomorphic with W= ker(g).Let g:W ! X and h:W ! X be two homomorphisms of W into X . Then everylinear combination �g + �h is also a homomorphism of W into X . Thus (�g + �h)W isa sub-representation in X , derived from the representations gW and hW . This derivedsub-representation must not be confused with the span gW + hW .By way of example, let C = I, W = A = R
 and X = A
2. A vector w in W is afunction assigning to each i 2 
 a real number wi. A vector x in X is a function assigningto each ordered pair (i; j) in 
� 
 a value xij . Let gw be the vector in A
2 whose (i; j)-component is wi, and let hw be the vector whose (i; j)-component is wj . In other words,gW is the row factor, and hW is the column factor. Since ker(g) = ker(h) = 0, both gWand hW are isomorphic withW . Also, (g+h)W = sym+, the symmetric additive subspace,(g cos � + h sin �)W = A� , and (g � h)W = alt+. The kernel of g � h is the subspaceof constant functions, so alt+ �= A=1. Note that, although the dimensions are equal, therepresentation 1 + alt+ is equal to the span of two proper sub-representations, and thuscannot be I-isomorphic with sym+ �= A.9.4 F -decompositionThe F -representations are a subset of the I-representations. In the decomposition given insection 4.2, there are �ve irreducible F -representations, three occurring as subspaces andtwo as quotient spaces. Two of these are isomorphic: alt+ �= sym+ =1 for j
j > 2. For each� 2 [0; �), the mapping from R
 into (R
)
2 given byA� = ffrs = �r cos � + �s sin � : � 2 R
gis an F -representation, so there is an in�nite number of additive representations. Four of
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Figure 2: Hasse diagram for the lattice of F-representations in A
2.sym� is the symmetric subspace with zero diagonal; sym is the full symmet-ric subspace; alt is the full skew-symmetric subspace; sym+ and alt+ arethe additive symmetric and alternating subspaces; the remaining subspacesisomorphic with A have been telescoped into one, denoted by A�.these are of su�cient importance in statistical work to require special notation.� Components Notation0 (r; s) 7! �r A�=2 (r; s) 7! �s B�=4 (r; s) 7! �r + �s sym(A+ B)3�=4 (r; s) 7! �r � �s alt(A+B)The symmetric additive subspace occurs in certain plant-breeding models in which male andfemale parents contribute equally and additively to characteristics of the o�spring (Yates,1947; Gri�ng, 1956). The alternating additive subspace occurs in competition models,citation analyses (Stigler, 1994), migration studies, matched pairs designs (McCullagh,1984) reversible Markov chains, and a number of other areas.The complete set of F -representations in A
2 forms the lattice of subspaces illustratedin Fig. 2.It is important to note that A and B are factors, by which we mean that there is apartition of the units into j
j blocks such that each function in A is constant on the blocks.Although sym(A+B) �= A, it is not possible to represent the additive symmetric subspaceas a partition. The coarsest partition for which sym(A + B) is constant on blocks is thesymmetry partition (i; j)� (j; i) corresponding to the subspace sym(A;B). In addition, asa vector space of functions on the units, a factor has the propertyA:A = ffg : f; g 2 Ag = A:By contrast, the additive subspaces satisfy sym+ : sym+ = sym, which includes sym+, andalt+ : alt+ = sym�, which does not include alt+. Finally, even though sym� is not the vectorsubspace corresponding to any partition, sym� : sym� = sym�, showing that the property ofclosure under functional products is not unique to factors.



249.5 Nested designsThe structure of the units in a nested design is best described by the category ND in whicheach object is a �nite set of units together with the equivalence relation i � j if units i andj belong to the same block. The maps ': 
! 
0 in ND are injective for both blocks andunits, i.e. genotypes and sibs in the example in section 2. In other words, i � j in 
 ifand only if '(i) � '(j) in 
0. The set of maps from 
 to itself in ND constitutes a group.When all blocks are of equal size, this group is known as the wreath product of symmetricgroups. The sub-representations of ND in A = R
 are 1 � B � A, where B is the subspaceof functions that are constant on each block.Denote by (i; g) a sib with genotype g(i), so that the elements of 
2 are ordered pairs�(i; g); (i0; g0)�. Each of the subsets of 
2O1 = fi = i0g; O2 = fi 6= i0; g = g0g; and O3 = fg 6= g0g;is an orbit conserved by ND, so that (R
)
2 is the direct sum of the ND-representationsRO1 � RO2 � RO3 . Now, RO1 is isomorphic with R
, and the remaining two spacessplit further into symmetric and skew-symmetric subspaces. The structure of a completedecomposition is as follows:RO1 : A � B � 1RO2 : � sym2(A) � sym+(A) � B � 1alt2(A) � alt+(A) (�= A=B):The symmetric subspace ofRO3 contains six proper sub-representations, four of which are 1,sym+(B), sym2(B) and sym+(A). In addition, sym+(A)+ sym2(B) is a sub-representationin sym+(A): sym2(B). The alternating subspace of RO3 contains �ve sub-representations,three of which are alt+(B), alt2(B) and alt+(A). In addition, alt+(A) + alt2(B) is a sub-representation in alt+(A): sym2(B). Various multiplicities such as alt+(B) �= sym+(B)=1and alt+(A) �= sym+(A)=1, give rise to an in�nite number of rotated representations. Eachmodel for the compatible pairs in section 2 is a sub-representation in RO3 ; each model forthe incompatible pairs is a sub-representation in RO1 �RO2 .9.6 Marginal homogeneity and dual representationsTo each category C there corresponds a dual, or opposite, category, Cy. The objects onwhich Cy acts are the same as the objects on which C acts, but all arrows are reversed.Representations for Cy follow immediately from the representations of C. To each C-representation X in A
k there corresponds a dual Cy-representation X 0 of linear functionalstaking the value zero on X . The dimension of X 0 is equal to the co-dimension of X .Marginal homogeneity (MH ) is a dual vector subspace of measures on A
2, of dimensiona2 � a + 1 consisting of those measures P satisfying P (!;
) = P (
; !) for each ! � 
.In other words, the two marginal measures are equal. Marginal homogeneity is the dualsubspace (alt+)0, and is thus a representation of the dual category Fy.To illustrate the meaning of the categories F and Fy, let Y be a random variable withvalues in 
 and probability measure P de�ned on the subsets of 
. For any ': 
 ! 
0Y 0 = 'Y is a random variable with values in 
0. The distribution of Y 0 is a measure P � 'yon 
0, the restriction of P to the sigma algebra of sets '�1(!) for ! � 
0.



25In the statistical literature on contingency tables, tests for marginal homogeneity, alsocalled marginal symmetry, occur in the work of Stuart (1953, 1955) and in subsequentwork by Bhapkar (1966), Kullback (1971), Fryer (1971), Mantel and Fleiss (1975), Plackett(1981), and Agresti (1983). Firth (1989) and Lipsitz, Laird and Harrington (1990) discussways to construct a basis in the space. For a review, see White, Landis and Cooper(1982). For the most part, however, marginal homogeneity is put forward as a criterionto be tested, not as a model to be entertained seriously in a scienti�c sense. Unlikesymmetry or quasi-symmetry, no mathematical derivation has been proposed in the contextof matched pairs designs where the test is most commonly used. One minor exception(Lindsey, 1995) occurs when the two margins refer to two time points of a process: MH isthen equivalent to stationarity. A number of authors have criticized the use of MH as amodel, for example the �rst edition of McCullagh and Nelder (1983, p. 125) and Nelder(1994). The reasoning given by McCullagh and Nelder in the context of matched pairs isthat absence of a treatment e�ect implies symmetry in addition to marginal homogeneity.`Marginal homogeneity corresponds to a hypothesis about a null main e�ect in the presenceof interactions involving that e�ect. Hypotheses that violate the marginality principle ...are rarely of scienti�c interest ...'. The disappearance of this paragraph in the second editionwas due to error, not change of heart.Despite these reservations, marginal homogeneity cannot be ruled out as an uninterestingmodel in all circumstances. In an import-export analysis of international trade statistics,marginal homogeneity has the easily-understood meaning of nationally balanced trade�gures. Exports and imports are best envisaged as measures than as functions, so thedual vector space is arguably relevant.10. The subspace algebra of sym and altFor purposes of constructing statistical models, we would like to have available a smallnumber of operators, capable of being used in combination with existing operators, (`+'and `.'), that are su�cient to generate all I-representations and product representations.This goal is not feasible at present even for fairly simple spaces such as the representationsof I in A
3, or the representations of F �F in A
2 
B
2. As a compromise, we describea small number of operators capable of generating only the most useful I-representations.We suppose for the sake of discussion that we are dealing with representations of I�I�� � �in the tensor product space A
d1 
 B
d2 
 � � �. In other words, factors A;B; : : : are non-isomorphic; factor A occurs in d1 homologous copies, factor B in d2 homologous copies,and so on. The complete design is thus the product set U0 = 
d11 � 
d22 � � � �, although, inpractice, some of these elements may be equivalent. The mapping ' from the observed unitsU into U0 determines the design. Certain elements in U0 may be missing from U ; others maybe replicated. To any representation X in RU0 , the pullback map determines a subspaceV = '�X � RU . If X1;X2 are isomorphic representations, we say that the subspacesVj = '�Xj in RU are isomorphic. Because of the dependence on the design, however, thereis no guarantee that the subspaces Vj have the same dimension. In a citation study in whichthe citations are ascertained by source, the set of citing journals is usually a subset of thecited journals.Let X1;X2; : : : be representations in RU0 , all homomorphic with X . The homorphismsare gr:X ! Xr ; in practice, these maps are implied by the context. The operator plus with



26syntax plus(X1; : : : ;Xk; (c1; : : : ; ck))signi�es the subspace (c1g1+� � �+ckgk)X . In practice, X is determined by a model matrixX ,and Xr by the model matrix Xr = grX . The space (c1g1 + � � �+ ckgk)X is spanned by thecolumns of c1X1 + � � �+ ckXk. As a subspace of RU , plus(V1; : : : ;Vk; (c1; : : : ; ck)) signi�esthe subspace '�(c1g1+ � � �+ckgk)X by restriction to the observed units. The model matrixis c1V1 + � � �+ ckVk in which Vr = '�Xr by restriction to the observed units.Two special cases of plus are su�ciently important to be given special names:symadd(V1; : : : ;Vk) = plus(V1; : : : ;Vk; (1; : : : ; 1));altadd(V1;V2) = plus(V1;V2; (1;�1)):In particular, if A;B are homologous factors, the implicit isomorphism gives symadd(A;B) =sym(A+B) and altadd(A;B) = alt(A+B). The vector spaces appearing as arguments mustbe isomorphic, but they need not be factors. For example, if A;B;C;D are homologousfactors, symadd�altadd(A;B); altadd(C;D)�is the vector space of additive functions with components �r � �s + �t � �u. Because ofthe implied isomorphism, this is not the same subspace assymadd�altadd(A;B); altadd(D;C)�:Although altadd(A;B) = altadd(B;A) the implied isomorphism is not the identity but thenegative of the identity.By the symbol V1:V2 we understand the subspace tensor product, the span of all productsfg with f 2 V1 and g 2 V2. Isomorphism is not implied.By expressions such as sym(V1;V2), diag(V1;V2) and alt(V1;V2) we understand thefollowing.(i) The subspaces Vj are isomorphic as representations.(ii) The set of units U is is a subset of 
 � 
, i.e. each unit is an ordered pair u = (r; s)with r and s in some set 
. To each unit u = (r; s) we associate the reverse unitu0 = (s; r).(iii) Functions in V1 depend only on the �rst component of u; functions in V2 depend onlyon the second component.The de�nitions are as follows.sym(V1;V2) = spanfu 7! f(u)g(u) + f(u0)g(u0) : f 2 V1; g 2 V2galt(V1;V2) = spanfu 7! f(u)g(u)� f(u0)g(u0) : f 2 V1; g 2 V2gdiag(V1;V2) = ff 2 V1:V2 : u 6= u0 ) f(u) = 0gsym�(V1;V2) = ff 2 sym(V1;V2) : u = u0 ) f(u) = 0g:Each of these can be extended to an arbitrary number of arguments. In particular,symk(V1; : : : ;Vk) is the span of the symmetrized productsu 7! X�2Sk f1(�u)f2(�u) � � �fk(�u)



27with fj 2 Vj and summation over the permutations of u = (r1; : : : ; rk).To give a few examples, let A;B;C;D be homologous factors. Certain expressions such assym�alt(A;B); alt(B;C)� are not permitted because of assumptions (ii) and (iii) above. Theexpression sym�alt(A;B); alt(C;D)� represents the vector space of functions f satisfyingfrs tu = ftu rs = �fsr tu:Finally, if A �= C and B �= D, we havesym(A+B;C +D) = sym(A;C) + sym(A:D + C:B) + sym(B;D);alt(A+B;C +D) = alt(A;C) + alt(A:D+ C:B) + alt(B;D):A partial implementation in `S' is described by Glonek and McCullagh (1997).11. Example 2: a diallel cross designIn a study of the genetics of seed dormancy, Lane and Lawrence (1995) observed thegermination rates of Papaver rhoeas seeds for various crosses of the wild type (W ) with the`Shirley' cultivar, (S). The observed germination rates, given for all 16 second-generationfamilies in Table 3, constitute the data for our analyses. This design is unusually completein that, the two types of F1 crosses, female Shirley crossed with wild male (S;W ) and wildfemale crossed with male Shirley (W;S), are distinguished.Table 3. Germination rates for second-generation Papaver rhoeas crossesMale parentFemale parent (S; S) (S;W ) (W;S) (W;W )(S; S) 96:0� 2:5 97:0� 0:9 95:3� 1:4 92:3� 2:6(S;W ) 87:2� 5:0 53:0� 4:4 50:5� 4:5 38:9� 5:1(W;S) 90:0� 2:4 55:9� 4:8 60:0� 3:3 42:6� 4:4(W;W ) 98:3� 2:0 41:3� 5:1 42:2� 5:3 15:8� 6:0Each of the four factors A;B;C;D has two levels, `Shirley' and `wild type'. Factor Ais the cultivar of the mother's mother, B is the cultivar of the mother's father, C is thefather's mother, and D is the father's father. The rows of the table are indexed by (A;B)and the columns by (C;D).In order to construct a model, it is helpful to assume, at least tentatively, that dormancyis controlled by a single gene, that Shirley is homozygous of type SS, and the wild typeis homozygous of type ss. Then the F1 crosses (S;W ) and (W;S) have genotypes Ss andsS, which under normal circumstances, are genetically indistinguishable. Under Mendelianinheritance, when genotype (i; j) is crossed with (r; s), the four mixed types (i; r), (j; s),(i; s) and (j; r), and only these types, occur in equal proportion. If duplicate genotypes occurin this list the proportions are added. The single-locus model thus leads to considerationof the subspace of functions of the form(i; j; r; s) 7! �ir + �js + �is + �jr



28in which � is symmetric. In terms of the factors A;B;C;D, we denote this space byL1 = symadd�sym(A;C); sym(B;D); sym(A;D); sym(B;C)�;which has dimension a(a+ 1)=2 = 3. Mather and Jinks (1982) refer to this as the additivemodel with dominance. In the absence of dominance, if the response of the F1 heterozygotesis equal to the average of the parents, we obtain the additive subspaceL0 = symadd(A; B; C; D)of dimension equal to the number of levels.The preceding derivations are based on a single-locus assumption and equal viability ofgenotypes. If either of these assumptions is not satis�ed, in particular if the character understudy is governed by genes at two or more loci, linked or unlinked, the standard geneticmodel leads to the subspaceL2 = sym(sym(A;B); sym(C;D))of dimension a(a+1)(a2+a+2)=8 = 6. In other words, regardless of the number of loci, themean response depends only on the unordered pair of unordered pairs of parental genotypes.A signi�cant projection on to the space L2=L1 is interpreted as evidence either thatdormancy is controlled by more than one locus, or that there are symmetric parentalcontributions of a non-Mendelian type, the latter being less plausible. A signi�cantprojection on to any space orthogonal to L2 is an asymmetric, and therefore non-Mendelian,contribution. One such form of inheritance, known as imprinting, occurs when the responseof genotype (i; r) di�ers from that of (r; i). Alleles are inherited in the standard manner, buttheir e�ect depends on whether the allele is maternally inherited or paternally inherited.Imprinting is characterized by a non-zero projection on to the spaceI1 = symadd(alt(A;C); alt(B;D); alt(A;D); alt(B;C))of dimension a(a� 1)=2. The additive subspace of dimension a� 1,I 01 = symadd(alt(A+ C); alt(B +D); alt(A+D); alt(B + C))= sym(alt(A+ C) + alt(B +D))= alt(sym(A+ B) + sym(C +D));spanned by functions of the form �i + �j � �k � �l, coincides with I1 when a = 2. Notethat L2 \ I1 = 0 and thatL1 + I1 = sym4(A:B +B:D +A:D +B:C):Another type of non-Mendelian e�ect that can be detected occurs when parental types(i; r) and (r; i) contribute unequally to the character of the o�spring. Such an e�ect ischaracterized by a non-zero projection on to the spaceI2 = alt(A;B)
 alt(C;D)



29of dimension a2(a� 1)2=4. The subspacessym(alt(A+B); alt(C +D)) � sym(alt(A;B); alt(C;D));of dimensions a� 1 and a(a� 1)(a2 � a+ 2)=8, coincide with I2 when a = 2.A third type of non-Mendelian e�ect occurs if the two parents contribute relevant geneticmaterial unequally to the o�spring. Such a contribution may be of the type A:B + C:D orthe rotated factor �ij cos � + �kl sin � for some �. In the context of a multi-locus geneticcontribution, only the skew-symmetric projection, or quotient modulo L2, of either space isrelevant. Maternal, or paternal e�ects are characterized by a non-zero projection on to theadditive skew-symmetric space P = alt(A:B + C:D)of dimension a2 � 1. This space can be decomposed into two non-overlapping subspacesP = alt(sym(A;B) + sym(C;D))+ alt(alt(A;B) + alt(C;D))of dimensions (a2 + a � 2)=2 and a(a � 1)=2 respectively. The �rst component containsthe subspace I 01 = alt(sym(A + B) + sym(C + D)) of dimension a � 1, associatedwith imprinting. The second component contains the additive doubly-skew subspacealt(alt(A + B) + alt(C + D)), also of dimension a � 1, and coincides with this space ifa = 2. The latter space consisting of functions of the form (�i � �j)� (�k � �l), coincideswith alt(sym(A+D); sym(B + C)).Table 4 gives a summary of the �ts obtained from a weighted untransformed analysis byprojecting on to various monoid-invariant subspaces. The �rst �ve subspaces correspondto the single-locus model and the various extensions discussed above. It is immediatelyapparent that the single-locus model does not �t, and that the extended model includingthe subspace sym(A;B)+sym(C;D), with RSS = 24:12 on 10 d.f, results in a considerablyimproved �t. Most of this improvement in �t comes from the two degrees of freedom in theadditive skew-symmetric subspace, so the evidence for a maternal e�ect seems to be strong.The F -ratio is 15.6/2.4, or 6.5 on 2,10 degrees of freedom.Table 4. Weighted residual sums of squares for various modelsModel RSS d.f.L1 = sym4(sym(A;C) + sym(A;D) + sym(B;C) + sym(B;D)) 69.72 13L1 + I1 58.94 12L1 + sym(sym(A;B) + sym(C;D)) 55.27 12L1 + sym(sym(A;B) + sym(C;D)) + alt(sym(A+ B) + sym(C +D)) 37.28 11L1 + sym(sym(A;B) + sym(C;D)) + alt(sym(A;B) + sym(C;D)) 24.12 10L2 = sym(sym(A;B); sym(C;D)) 15.31 10L2 + I1 9.53 9L2 + I2 14.19 9L2 + alt(sym(A;B) + sym(C;D)) 5.31 8L2 + P 3.28 7sym(A:B;C:D) 8.99 6



30Abandoning the single-locus assumption, the F -test for imprinting using the spaces L2and L2 + I1, yields an F -ratio of 5.78/1.06 on 1,9 degrees of freedom, and a p-value of4.4%. In the absence of an alternative explanation, these data appear to provide moderateevidence for imprinting. By contrast, the projection on to I2 is negligible, so there is noevidence that the o�spring of parental types (i; r) and (r; i) di�er in the character understudy. The overall test for additive non-Mendelian parental e�ects yields an F -ratio of4.01/0.47 on (3,7) degrees of freedom, or a p-value of 1%.The �tted values under the multi-locus Mendel model L2, and under the extended model,L2 + P , with additive parental e�ects, are as follows.96:00 95:74 95:74 90:4295:74 55:73 55:73 41:3495:74 55:73 55:73 41:3490:42 41:34 41:34 15:80 and 96:00 97:04 95:07 92:8788:27 55:78 53:82 38:9690:24 57:74 55:78 40:9288:96 43:82 41:85 15:80 :Because of the unequal weights, the di�erence between these �tted values does not lie inthe alternating subspace P .AcknowledgementsI am grateful to Rosemary Bailey, Deborah Charlesworth, Phil Dawid, Gary Glonek,Augustine Kong, Ste�en Lauritzen, Saunders MacLane, Terry Speed, Steve Stigler, TueTjur, and Ernst Wit for helpful discussions on various points from plant genetics to groupinvariance. But my greatest debt of gratitude is to Burt Totaro for his patience in explainingrepresentation theory, and for pointing out that the factorial models coincide with themonoid-invariant subspaces. ReferencesAgresti, A. (1983) Testing marginal homogeneity for ordinal categorical variables. Bio-metrics 39, 505{510.Bailey, R.A, (1991) Strata for randomized experiments (with discussion). J. R. Statist.Soc. B 53, 27{78.Bailey, R.A. (1996) Orthogonal partitions in designed experiments. Design codes andcryptography 8, 45{77.Bhapkar, V.P. (1966) A note on the equivalence of two test criteria for hypotheses incategorical data. J. Am. Statist. Assoc. 61, 228{35.Bloom�eld, P. (1974) Linear transformations for multivariate binary data. Biometrics 30,609{617.Box, G.E.P. and Cox, D.R. (1964) An analysis of transformations (with discussion). J. R.Statist. Soc. B 26, 211{252.Bradley, R.A. and Terry, M.A. (1952) Rank analysis of incomplete block designs. Biomet-rika 39, 324{345.Cox, D.R. (1972) The analysis of multivariate binary data. Appl. Statist. 21, 113{120.Cox, D.R. and Snell, E.J. (1981) Applied Statistics. Chapman and Hall, London.Caussinus, H. (1965) Contribution �a l'analyse statistique des tableaux de correlation. Ann.Fac. Sci. Univ. Toulouse 29, 77{182.
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